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!!EXCLUSIVE!!

the boys of the blue team are voracious students. they are well read
and they are well behaved. they are capable of holding their own

against any other team, even when they are outnumbered. whenever
they lose a game, they are quick to rise to their feet and show their

opponents what they have learnt. the blue team is also keen to prove
that they can beat any team. they are determined to win no matter

what it takes. when they win against another team, they have a small
celebration, throwing sweets at each other. their parents are also

happy because they have won. the blue team is successful in winning
a lot of sports and inter-school competitions. the highlight of the blue
team is that they are the champions in every sport and inter-school

activities. the blue team also win the best team trophy for the school.
the members of the blue team are sharp with their academics. they
are also popular among the students, especially the girls. the girls,

who are the daughters of the school teachers and other officials, are
attracted to them as they are well read, smart and they are good-

looking. the girls even attempt to steal them away from their
girlfriends by making them promise to marry them. the teachers are
also very protective of them, as they have threatened to get them

suspended if they fail in a subject. the blue team does not take their
victory for granted. they are determined to win the school annual

drama competition and they will stop at nothing to ensure that they
do win. they are also determined to get the blue team trophy back
from the red team. their determination puts them through a lot of

hardships, especially when the red team involves a popular girl in their
team.

Golkonda High School Movie 74

the highlight of the movie is the introduction of the shastri family. in
fact, the first family to be introduced in the film, the family of the

school principal, has been depicted very well. the principal is played
by veteran actor nandamuri balakrishna who is known for his roles in
movies like babloo chakki, takshak and sarkar. the character of the

principal is one which is easily defined as that of a drill instructor and
is how it is done in the film. nandamuri also did a good job in
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portraying the character. the other character that is well-portrayed is
that of the secretary of the school, played by sumanth. sumanth looks
like a real-life school secretary, with his glasses and long hair, he looks

like he is a part of a 50s era madame bovary. he is even more
convincing when he is playing the role of the principal, despite being a
newcomer to the telugu film industry. other characters of note are the

twin sisters who show the toxicity of the son of the principal. the
character of the principal’s daughter, who is a class topper, is played
by swati. i liked how the director gave her a different personality from
the one we are used to. she does the role of the tutor well. among the
students are rana, sanjay and naga. rana is portrayed by debutante
actor venkatesh daggubati, who has already starred in sainikudu. he

plays a student who has his mind set on a girl. venkatesh does a good
job at portraying a character who is afraid of the college principal. his
character will evolve a lot after meeting his father, who is played by

nandamuri balakrishna. naga plays the role of a cool, athletic and a bit
of a delinquent student. he is shown in his typical role, doing a lot of

physical activities and bullying others. it is only in the final part of the
movie that we see him having a change of heart. his role as a

prospective representative in the play is well played. sanjay is another
character which is well portrayed. sanjay is shown to be a class topper
and a rebel. his character is developed well. he is shown to be a group

leader, with a group of students who follow him blindly. the other
characters which are less satisfactory are those of the school

caretaker played by krishnam raju and the secretary of the principal’s
office played by rao ramesh. the caretaker is portrayed as a typical

sardar character and the secretary is a caricature of a sardar, with the
only redeeming factor being his attempt to interact with the students,
which is shown in the climax. actors nandamuri balakrishna, sumanth,

swati, rao ramesh, krishnam raju run time160 mins certification u
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